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Humans often comply with social norms, but the reasons why are disputed. Here, we unify a variety of influential
explanations in a common decision framework, and identify the precise cognitive variables that norms might alter to
induce compliance. Specifically, we situate current theories of norm compliance within the reinforcement learning
framework, which is widely used to study value-guided learning and decision-making. This framework offers an
appealingly precise language to distinguish between theories, highlights the various points of convergence and
divergence, and suggests novel ways in which norms might penetrate our psychology.

1. Introduction
Social norms – behavioral prescriptions or
proscriptions known by members of a group
and informally socially enforced – are central to
human societies (Bicchieri, 2006; Cooter, 2000;
Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004). They range from
fashion trends to religious customs, from norms
of honor in the American south (Nisbett &
Cohen, 1996) to norms of reciprocity in
northeast Uganda (Turnbull, 1987), from honest
tax reporting in industrialized countries (Elster,
1989) to conflict resolution among rural farmers
(Ellickson, 1994). Thus, it is no surprise that
virtually every corner of social and cognitive
science has attempted to understand what
norms are, when and why they emerge, and
how they influence human behavior.
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It is equally unsurprising that not everybody
agrees on the answers. Consider, for instance,
the question of how norms influence behavior.
People tend to comply with the norms they are
exposed to. In many contexts, they choose to
adopt the behaviors that the norms prescribe
For much more nuanced definitions of norms and
their kinds, see Bicchieri (2006).
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and avoid behaviors that the norms proscribe.
Why? How does exposure to norms influence
subsequent decision making? Some prominent
theories include: (1) People adopt the
statistically dominant patterns of behavior they
observe around them (Cialdini & Trost, 1998),
(2) people develop heuristic responses to social
dilemmas based on their prior history of reward
and punishment (Rand et al., 2014), and (3)
people learn to derive subjective utility from the
absolute and relative welfare of others (Fehr &
Schmidt, 2006).
As these examples make
apparent, contemporary theories of norm
compliance are not just saying different things;
they’re speaking different languages.
Our goal is to propose a lingua franca for theories
of norm compliance. Our point of entry is a
computational framework for learning and
decision making that unites key ideas from
machine learning, neuroscience, psychology and
economics. The framework, known as
reinforcement learning (RL), identifies a set of
cognitive variables involved in the decision
process, any of which norms could intervene on.
It offers a precise language in which to
enumerate the ways that norms could influence
decisions, and specifies exactly how those
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interventions would affect decision makers. In
essence, RL is a broad framework that asks how
people learn value and then make decisions
based on those values, and offers a formal
setting in which competing answers can be
precisely articulated. It is an ideal framework
for theories of norm compliance, which also
involves learning and deciding based on
representations of value.
We map various influential theories of norm
compliance onto this framework, compare their
commitments and predictions, and propose
novel
potential
mechanisms
of
norm
compliance. Our analysis suggests that norms
influence many parts of the decision-making
process, including ones not yet considered, and
that norm compliance is grounded in similar
computational principles as other forms of
human decision making.
In this endeavor, we focus on norms which are
intuitively “moral”: Norms for fairness,
cooperation, reciprocity, etc., which instruct
people forgo personal gain to promote the wellbeing of others. (Think of norms for contributing
to the public offering at church, or for recycling,
or for offering fair monetary splits in an
Ultimatum Game (Thaler, 1988).) Moral norms
offer an ideal testing ground for theories of
norm compliance, because their influence is
strong enough to overpower other competing
interests. Which parts of the decision process are
altered by exposure to moral norms, and how
do these alterations make people more likely to
obey the norm?
2

2. A framework for modeling value-guided
decision-making
To answer this, we need a cognitive framework
of learning and decision making. We take as our
starting point the idea that humans often make
decisions by putting their options on a common
scale of subjective “goodness”, and biasing
choice towards options with more of it. In other
words, they choose according to each option’s
value. The idea of value-based choice has a long
history in both psychology (see Dolan & Dayan,
2013) and economics (Samuelson, 1948; von
Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944), and has
We use the terms “obey”, “follow”, “comply with”,
etc., interchangeably to indicate situations where
people do what a norm prescribes (or avoid doing
what a norm forbids). Unlike some authors, we do not
use the terms to differentiate hypotheses about the
psychology underlying that behavior (Kelman, 1958;
Koh, 1997).
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recently assumed an equally prominent role in
neuroscience (Glimcher & Fehr, 2013).
Value can be interpreted in at least two ways.
One interpretation, common in economics, is
that value is simply an abstract description of
consistent choice, and not necessarily an actual
variable computed by humans during the
decision process. However, advances in
cognitive and neural science in the last twenty
years indicate that humans indeed compute a
representation of the overall goodness of an
option, and use it to guide their choices
(Glimcher & Fehr, 2013). We therefore interpret
value as a real cognitive variable computed
during the decision process (Becker, 1996; Sen,
1997; Sunstein, 1996).
Our aim is to ground current theories of norm
compliance in the RL framework for valueguided decision-making in humans. Of course,
this presumes that decisions to comply with
norms involve computing the value of options.
But this is not a necessary truth; not all behavior
is value-guided. One major counterexample is
reflexive behavior, which is triggered by
perceptual and cognitive processes that do not
explicitly represent value in any meaningful
sense (Pavlov & Anrep, 1927). Moreover, many
non-reflexive choices appear to be driven by
processes that do not place options on a
common scale, and therefore are not valueguided (Lichtenstein & Slovic, 2006; Vlaev,
Chater, Stewart, & Brown, 2011).
So there are viable alternatives to a value-guided
theory of norm compliance; indeed, we will
return to consider some reasons to take
alternative approaches very seriously. One key
aim of the computational framework we present
below is to make precise what it actually means
to say that decision-making is guided by value,
such that the claim that norms influence
behavior via such representations is both
substantive and falsifiable.
With these caveats in mind, however, there are
at least two major reasons to begin with the
assumption that norm compliance operates in
humans principally via processes of valueguided decision-making. First, people’s choices
to comply with norms show signatures of
rational planning over a common currency
objective. Their choices in economic games
conform to the maxims of consistency
(Andreoni, Castillo, & Petrie, 2003; Andreoni &
Miller, 2002), and obey the law of demand: As
the cost of being fair, reciprocal, etc., increases,
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people do it less (C. M.
Anderson & Putterman, 2006;
Andreoni & Vesterlund, 2001;
Capraro, Jordan, & Rand,
2014; Carpenter, 2007). This is
intuitively true for real-world
examples of norm compliance
also: People are more likely to
cheat on their taxes when it
will save them more money,
or run a red light when they
are in a rush. The ability to
flexibly trade off compliance
with other goods is a hallmark
of
value-guided
decision
making.

Figure 1: MDP representation of a simple decision problem. A rat must
decide how to traverse a maze (represented as a set of 6 states, each with a set
of potential actions) to maximize long-term accumulation of reward. Rs
represent the intrinsic rewards associated with each terminal state, and Qs
represent the average value (i.e. long-term expected future reward) that the
rat would learn to associate with each prior action. For instance, turning right
at State 1 eventually leads to the cheese in State 6, and the rat would therefore
learn that Q(state 1, action R) = +1.

Second, prototypically normcompliant
choices
are
accompanied by increased
activity in brain regions
involved in domain-general
value computation (Ruff &
Fehr, 2014). When people choose to allocate
money fairly, or punish someone who violated
trust, or mutually cooperate in a Prisoner’s
Dilemma, they show patterns of activation in the
ventromedial frontal and orbitofrontal cortex
consistent with value-guided choice—even
when doing so causes them personal financial
loss (Quervain et al., 2004; Rilling et al., 2002;
Tabibnia & Lieberman, 2007; Zaki & Mitchell,
2011). These same regions appear to compute
and store the value of options across a wide
variety of other domains (Glimcher & Fehr,
2013), suggesting that people’s decisions to
comply with norms are guided by similar
processes.
In summary, there is good reason to believe that
norm compliance occurs at least in part by
processes of value-guided decision-making.
Next, we present a powerful formal
computational framework for understanding the
mechanics of such processes. It comprises two
parts: A statement of the decision-making
problem, which is formalized as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP), and a description of the
kinds of algorithmic solutions that have been
pursued to solve that problem, which are called
reinforcement learning (RL) approaches.

2.1 Defining the problem: Markov decision processes
Before defining MDPs in abstract terms, it is
helpful to orient ourselves around the concrete
details of an idealized example. Imagine a rat,
Lenny, in a maze with cheese and electric shocks
(Fig. 1). Lenny must decide how to traverse the
maze in a way that achieves his objectives. As
described above, we assume that the subjective
goodness or badness of the cheese and electric
shocks can be put on a common numeric scale,
which in the MDP framework is called reward.
For example, Lenny’s rewards might be:
CHEESE = +1, SHOCK = -1. Lenny, then, has a
single objective: maximize the long-term
accumulation of reward. Lenny could then
compute the amount of long-term reward gain
expected from turning ‘left’ or ‘right’ at each
fork in the maze, and simply choose the option
with the highest amount.
This situation—an agent has a set of welldefined choices with well-defined consequences,
and her goal is to maximize a single numerical
objective—is what MDPs formally describe.
MDPs carve the world into a set of discrete
states S, which can be either decision points or
terminal nodes. The decision points each have a
set of actions A . (At terminal nodes, there are no
more actions to be taken [e.g. the end of the
maze], so A = ø.) The decision points capture all
the moments where the person could do
meaningfully different things. For instance,
Lenny could carve the maze up into the states in
Fig. 1, where each fork is a decision point with
the actions “left” and “right”.
s

This framework will suggest five cognitive
decision variables that could be influenced by
norms. We will map four of these onto existing
theories of norm compliance, and offer the other
as a direction for future research.

s
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But note that this carving is subjective: S and A
are not objective features of the external
environment, but variables in the person’s head.
Lenny could have incorporated the temperature
of the room and made separate decision points
for “initial fork in hot room” and “initial fork in
cold room”. Or he could have codified each
physical step as a decision point, with the
actions “move left foot forward”, “move right
foot forward”, “move left foot backward”, etc.
States and actions can also be specified at
various levels of abstraction (Cushman &
Morris, 2015; Gershman & Niv, 2010). Lenny
could conceptualize his actions as “turn left” or
“turn right”, but he could also conceptualize
them
as
“turn
body
27
degrees
counterclockwise”, “move left foot 1.36
centimeters forward”, etc. These variables are
subjective and, therefore, could be influenced by
norms.
s

MDPs also formalize the consequences of choice.
There are two questions to answer after making
a choice: What happened, and how good or bad
was it? In MDPs, after selecting an action at a
decision point, an agent transitions to a new
state (either another decision point, or a terminal
node). This process is captured by a noisy
transition function T(s, a, s’), which gives the
probability of transitioning to any new state s’
after choosing an action a at a decision point s.
This is the answer to the question, “What
happened?”

Then, the agent receives a reward. In principle,
how much the agent likes or dislikes the
consequences of a choice could be based on all
three variables: where they were (s), what they
chose (a), and where they ended up (s’). Think of
a daredevil jumping a canyon on a motorcycle.
Her reward from this experience will depend on
where she was (at the edge of a canyon), what
she did (ride a motorcycle forward), and where
she happened to end up (on the other side, or at
the bottom of the canyon). Thus, to relate the
person’s objective to the consequences of choice,
we introduce a reward function R(s, a, s’), which
gives the amount of reward a person receives for
taking action a at decision point s and ending up
at state s’. Note that, just like the previous
representations, the reward function is
subjective: Cheese and shocks are only good and
bad in someone’s head. Thus, the specification
of subjective rewards could also be manipulated
by norms.
So MDPs describe decision situations with four
variables: the set of states S, the actions at each
decision point A , the transition function T, and
the reward function R. In plain English, the
person needs to know what the states of the
world are, what she can do at each state, what
next state she will arrive at, and how good or
bad the consequences are. All four of these
variables could, in principle, be influenced by
norms in a way that would promote
compliance.
s

3

RL Glossary
Reward: A subjective measure that the agent is attempting to maximize. In computer science this is
defined by the programmer; in biological systems, it might be a consequence of biological or cultural
evolution.
State: An agent’s representation of the present circumstances relevant to decision-making.
Action: A behavioral response available to an agent in its current state.
Transition function: A function describing the probability of attaining a particular subsequent state given
the current state and action.
Policy: The current likelihood with which the agent will decide to perform any given action in any given
state—i.e., a complete probabilistic description of what the agent tends to do.

There are two key details about MDPs that we’ve
omitted for simplicity. First, the transition and reward
Value: The future reward that an agent expects to obtain,functions,
conditioned
upon a given action and its
when conditioned on the current decision
current state and policy. I.e., “if I do X, and given the actions
I
am
likely
subsequently,
how
point, are assumedtototake
be independent
of past
much reward can I expect to obtain?”
experience. This restriction is known as the Markov
property, and is often attained by simply enhancing
The goal of reinforcement learning is to accurately estimate
value of actions
(“learning”),
then
the the
representation
of the current
state to and
include
allto
relevant prior factors
(Sutton
& Barto,
choose actions that tend to have the highest value (“decision-making”).
More
formally,
the1998).
agentSecond,
there is also a discount parameter, which controls the
wishes to converge on a reward-maximizing policy.
rate at which future rewards are discounted relative
to current rewards (Sutton & Barto, 1998).
3
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2.2 Discovering solutions: Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is a branch of computer
science that seeks algorithms for learning and
deciding within MDPs. At the most abstract
level, the optimal approach is for an agent to
compute the value of each action available at
each state, which has a precise definition: the
expected sum of future rewards conditioned on
choosing that action at the current decision
point. Then, the person can choose the action
with the highest value. This is analogous to
computing the expected utility of a gamble in
economic decision theory (von Neumann &
Morgenstern, 1944).
Although value can be defined simply,
calculating it is complicated. In a sequential
setting such as the MDP, the long-term rewards
following from an agent’s present decision
depend not only on that decision, but also on the
subsequent decisions that the agent makes. In
other words, the agent needs to know
something about itself—for a chess algorithm to
know which piece to move, it needs to consider
what subsequent moves it is likely to implement
as the game unfolds. This can be formalized via
the concept of a “policy”, which is a complete
probabilistic mapping from state to action; a
description of the likelihood of the agent doing
each possible thing in each possible set of
circumstances. Thus, for an agent to assign
value to an action, it must condition not only on
the present state but also on its own policy.
From this vantage point, the agent’s overarching
goal is to develop an optimal policy.
A consequence of this complexity is that rational
decision-making
is
often
intractable.
Consequently, much work in reinforcement
learning seeks to find computationally efficient
mechanisms
for
approximating
value
representation.
Broadly speaking, many
algorithms can be positioned on spectrum from
those that are highly rational (achieving
accuracy at the cost of computation) to those
that are highly heuristic (sacrificing accuracy to
lower computational demands). This distinction
forms a major dividing line between rival
theories of norm compliance, and so it worth
our careful attention.
The standard economic approach defines the
rational end of this spectrum: Use an explicit
model of the situation to perform the exact
calculations. For example, if Lenny knows that
turning left twice leads him to cheese and
turning right twice leads him to shock (i.e. he

has a representation of the transition function T),
he can compute that the expected value of
turning left at the initial fork is +1. In MDPs, this
is known as goal-directed planning, and
captures the kind of forward thinking often
associated with human rationality (Elster, 1989;
Harsanyi, 1977; Kahneman & Thaler, 2006). In
the RL literature these methods are typically
described as “model-based”, because they
require an agent to learn and explicitly represent
a model of the transition structure of the
environment, which forms the cognitive basis
for planning.
This approach can be very
precise—even perfectly so—but it can also entail
major computational costs.
Alternatively, Lenny could approximate the
value of turning left at the fork by keeping a
running average of the reward he’s received
after taking that action in the past. In this case,
he wouldn’t turn left because he believed it
would lead to cheese; he would turn left simply
because it had been a good choice in the past. In
other words, Lenny would be acting habitually.
This backward-looking method is often
associated with irrationality (Elster, 1989)—or,
more charitably, with heuristic cognition
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974)—and there is
extensive evidence that people maintain and
rely on these “cached” averages of past reward
(Dolan & Dayan, 2013). In the RL literature,
these methods are typically described as
“model-free”, because they do not require
learning, representing or planning over a model
of the transition structure of the environment;
they just rely on averages of past reward. This
approach often sacrifices precision but achieves
major computational savings. We denote Q(s,a)
as the average value an agent has obtained from
choosing action a in decision point s in the past.
Q’s are the fifth and final decision variable in the
RL framework that could be influenced by
norms.
4

The computational distinction between “modelbased” and “model-free” approaches—i.e.,
between habit and planning—helped to
This method of habit learning by reinforcing actions
historically associated with reward emerged in the
reinforcement learning literature in the 1980s and
rapidly revolutionized the field, quickly enabling
human-level proficiency in games like backgammon.
Several computational signatures of these model-free
RL algorithms were also discovered in dopaminergic
neural circuits that implement value-guided learning
and decision-making, catalyzing two decades of rapid
theoretical and empirical advances (Schultz, Dayan, &
Montague, 1997).
4
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crystalize a more fluid set of concepts that have
long been fundamental to behavioral research.
Psychologists since Thorndike (1927) have
debated the extent to which complex behavior is
the result of planning over an internal
representation of the causal structure of the
world, or instead the accumulation of adaptive
heuristics shaped under the prior history of
reward and punishment. RL offers one means
of describing the competition between rival
cognitive “systems” that are characterized by
different tradeoffs
of accuracy
against
computational demand (Kahneman, 2011).

and value, and don’t assume all objectives can
be mapped onto a common currency
(Lichtenstein & Slovic, 2006; Vlaev et al., 2011).
We adopt a reward-based framework because it
s widespread in both cognitive decision theory
and theories of norms, but future work might
pursue these alternatives. There are also models
of norm compliance that forgo any notion of
mental representations at all (McClelland,
Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1986). While nonrepresentational models have much to
contribute, our goal is to see how much traction
cognitive models can gain.

The conflict between habit and planning is
spelled out in a simple behavioral paradigm that
mirrors our example of Lenny. A rat is trained
to press a lever in order to obtain a food reward.
Then, it is removed from the box and given free
access to as much of its favorite foods as it
wants, until it is completely sated and shows no
further interest in the food. Finally, the sated rat
is returned to the box with the lever. If the rat
had received small amounts of training, it will
not push the lever because it knows it doesn’t
want the food (i.e. it engages in planning).
However, if it was overtrained and formed a
habit of pressing the lever, it will move to the
lever and continually press it, ignoring the food
that accumulates on the floor (Dickinson,
Balleine, Watt, Gonzalez, & Boakes, 1995). The
irrational persistence in an action that was
previously reinforced is the hallmark of habitual
control of behavior. Reinforcement learning
offers a means of making this distinction
between habit and planning computationally
precise, and assimilates a range of previously
disparate decision making models into a
common framework (Dolan & Dayan, 2013).

3. A common language for theories of norm
compliance

2.4 Summary
Together, MDPs and RL offer a powerful model
of decision situations, with five variables (S, A ,
T, R, and Q) that could be influenced by norms
(Fig. 2). This framework will form the backbone
of our discussion. But it is important to
emphasize again that this is not the only viable
model of decisions. There are, for example,
many models that forgo the notions of reward
s

We use the framework of MDPs and RL
algorithms to couch four major theories of norm
compliance in a common language (Fig. 2).
3.1 Compliance by planning: A folk theory of norm
influence
The simplest theory of norm influence was
stated by Glaucon in Plato’s Republic: People are
“are only diverted into the path of justice by…
force” (Jowett, 1925). Paraphrasing: People
follow norms because they fear reprisal, or a loss
of reputation.
Although Glaucon’s specific
theory focused on punishment, we are
concerned not with the content of people’s
expectations (“I’ll go to jail”), but rather the form
of the influence upon decision-making. The
claim is that people obey norms because they
explicitly represent the likely outcomes of
compliance
versus
non-compliance,
and
conclude that the likely outcomes of compliance
hold a greater prospect of maximizing long-term
reward. Thus, this theory encompasses a wide
range of specific motivations: Avoiding jail,
earning respect, winning friends, maximizing
profit, etc. This view is common enough to be
called the folk theory of norm influence, and is
the launching point for our discussion.
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Figure 2: Five cognitive decision variables that norms could influence, and the theory of norm compliance
that corresponds to each variable. On the folk model, norms change the decision maker’s internal causal
model of the world (“if I cheat on my taxes, I’ll go to jail”). On the habit model, norms change the stored
values of options via day-to-day reward and punishment of obedience or disobedience (“every time I
cheated on things like taxes in the past, bad things happened”). On the internalization model, norms affect
the intrinsic reward that people assign to different outcomes (“it’s wrong to not pay your fair share of
taxes”). And on the unthinkable action model, norms change which actions are even considered (“I didn’t
even think to cheat on my taxes”).
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Construed within the RL framework, the folk
theory comprises two key claims:
1. The agent’s expectation that future reward
will be maximized via norm compliance,
by
altering
the
agent’s
internal
representation of the transition function T.
2. The existence of the norm does not change
the agent’s assignment of reward (i.e. the
reward function R). In other words, norm
compliance has value to the agent
exclusively because it is linked to other
rewards that the agent already holds (e.g.,
food, pain, etc.).
In the sections that follow, we will review
alternative models of norm compliance that
depart from the folk theory in two different
ways. One claims that norms influence behavior
not by planning over an explicit model of future
reward, but rather by heuristics and habits
established by the prior history of reward (i.e.
norms affect Q). The other claims that norms
change just not our expectation of reward but
rather the very set of events that we find
rewarding at all (i.e. norms affect R, e.g., by
“internalization” of the norm as an intrinsic
good). Thus, the folk theory stands apart from
these alternatives principally in its claims of
planning over an unmodified specification of
reward.
It is uncontroversial that the folk theory
captures at least part of the manner in which
norms influence human behavior. At least some
of the time, people pay taxes because they fear
an audit; vote because they want to influence the
outcome; tip because they want good service;
recycle because the want to burnish their social
image; etc. But it is equally uncontroversial that
the folk theory is incomplete. The problem is
that people routinely obey norms even when
they know there is little chance of reprisal. They
report their taxes honestly when the risk of an
audit is incredibly low; vote in elections which
they have no chance of influencing; tip in
restaurants they will never revisit; recycle, even
when living alone; and so on (Sunstein, 1996).
The persistence of norm compliance in the
absence of explicit expectations of enforcement
has been most carefully demonstrated with
laboratory economic games (Camerer, 2003). In
these games, people are given an endowment of
bonus money and asked to make decisions that
will affect both their own payment and the
payment of other subjects. For example, people

are sometimes asked whether they want to
contribute to a public pool that will benefit
everyone else but cost them personally. Other
times they are asked to split the endowment
with another subject. Time after time, most
participants at least sometimes obey norms
prescribing fairness, cooperation, reciprocity, or
honesty. Importantly, they follow the norms
even when the game is one-shot and
anonymous—in other words, when their actions
are guaranteed to go unpunished (Fehr &
Schmidt, 2006).
We call this phenomenon—people’s dogged
persistence in obeying norms—the persistence
problem. People don’t always persist in norm
compliance, but they do it often enough to make
us question whether explicit expectations of
reward are truly the driving force. The folk
theory can be thought of as a null hypothesis,
and the persistence problem the data which
force us to consider the more complex
alternatives that follow.
There are a few concerns with this analysis that
will be useful to address before moving to more
complex theories. First, is the persistence
problem really a problem, or just an ordinary
mistake? People could simply be failing to
notice that they are in a situation where
punishment doesn’t apply, or fail to incorporate
this knowledge into their representation of the
transition function (Delton, Krasnow, Cosmides,
& Tooby, 2011). Though this objection is difficult
to rule out in real-world examples, the
simplicity and transparency of countless
laboratory experiments makes it unlikely that
subjects are not representing the contextual oneshot anonymity (Andreoni, 1995; Fehr &
Schmidt, 2006; Thaler, 1988). Moreover, people
do often incorporate this information into their
planning, increasing compliance when people
are observing them or can reciprocate (Fehr &
Schmidt, 2006). The interesting fact is that their
levels of norm compliance are far from zero
even in the one-shot anonymous case.
Second, we have emphasized examples like tax
reporting, recycling, and one-shot economic
games to draw inferences about norm
compliance. But how do we know that these are
actually examples of norm compliance? People
might have performed these behaviors in the
absence of exposure to any norm (e.g. because of
evolved instinct). Again, while this is difficult to
rule out in the real world, numerous
experiments show that norms drive people’s
behavior in anonymous situations. People
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exhibit enormous cross-cultural variation in oneshot economic games, and this variation is
partially explained by differences in cultural
norms (Henrich, 2000; Henrich et al., 2006, 2010).
And manipulating norms changes behavior.
People walking alone rarely litter after seeing
anti-littering signs, but litter quite often after
seeing piles of trash on the ground (Cialdini,
Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Cialdini, Reno, &
Kallgren, 1990). People reuse hotel towels more
often, and give away more money in economic
games, when told it is the norm (Goldstein,
Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008; Raihani &
McAuliffe, 2014). All this suggests that people
are influenced by norms, even when they won’t
be sanctioned for disobedience—and thus the
folk theory of norm compliance is incomplete.
To motivate our exploration of the theory space,
we will repeatedly draw on these kinds of
examples as genuine instances of normfollowing. The key assumption in each instance
is that the aggregate behavior—a tendency to
offer fair splits of a monetary endowment,
contribute to a public good, return an
investment, etc.—is in part driven by prior
exposure to norms. Thus, from patterns in the
behavior, we can infer features of how norms
influence us. In many cases, there is
experimental (and anecdotal) evidence to
support this assumption. But in other cases, it
has not been explicitly tested. We will highlight
claims that demand more rigorous experimental
support from future work.
5

Finally, it is important to note that our review of
literature will be dramatically incomplete. We
focus on studies that we believe offer the most
precision and insight into the cognitive
underpinnings of compliance, and, in doing so,
pass over much important work in sociology
and other fields. We hope to offer a cognitive
perspective that naturally complements these
alternative approaches.

Many studies show that manipulating a variable (e.g.
time available to make a decision) makes people more
or less cooperative, fair, generous, etc., in economic
games. These choices are likely influenced by the
norms to which people have been exposed (Fehr &
Fischbacher, 2004; Rand et al., 2014). But ideally, to
show that the specific variable at hand affects norm
compliance, the study would simultaneously
manipulate whether the relevant norm is present, and
show that the variable only has an effect when the
norm is present. Unfortunately, the ideal study has
often not yet been run. We cite the imperfect studies
with the hope that future work will fill in the gaps.
5

3.2 Compliance by habit: Heuristic approaches to
value approximation
The folk theory assumes that people are
representing their environment’s transition
function (“if I turn right at the fork, it will lead
to cheese”), and selecting actions via forward
planning (“I want cheese, therefore I should turn
right”). They know the consequences of their
choices, and act on that knowledge. This
assumption is what causes trouble for the folk
theory: People seem to follow norms even when
they know the typical motivating consequences
are suspended (e.g. in one-shot anonymous
settings).
There are two ways out of this bind. Perhaps the
consequences that motivate norm compliance
are not sanctions or reputation, but an intrinsic
“social preference”--e.g. promoting fairness or
being a good person. This solution to the
persistence problem depends on altering the
reward function R, and it is pursued in the next
section.
First, though, there is a simpler alternative. As
described above, people don’t always plan
ahead; they often act out of habit. More
formally, instead of representing the transition
function T (i.e. the explicit consequences of
actions), they store the average value Q of past
actions, and simply choose actions with higher
Qs—actions that accumulated higher reward in
the past. A habitual Lenny turns left in the
maze, not because he knows it will lead to
cheese, but because he remembers it led to an
average goodness of +1 in the past. If you told
him that the cheese had moved, it wouldn’t
affect his immediate decision making, because
he’s not even considering cheese when making
his decision.
Similarly, a habitual human might propose a fair
monetary split in an economic game, not
because she knows it will avoid sanctions and
improve her reputation, but because she merely
remembers that being fair led to an “average
goodness” of +1 in the past. If you told her that
the game was one-shot/anonymous and she
couldn’t be sanctioned, it wouldn’t affect her
immediate decision making, because she’s not
even considering sanctions when making her
decision.
We call this the habit theory of norm
compliance. In everyday life, most situations are
not one-shot or anonymous, and complying
with norms is typically beneficial (to avoid
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sanctions, accrue reputation, and so on). This
experience produces high cached Q values for
norm-compliant actions. Then, when people are
in one-shot anonymous settings where the
typical benefits are removed, they choose based
on those Q values, which are not immediately
affected by the knowledge of anonymity. Thus,
people persist in norm compliance (Rand et al.,
2014; Rand, Greene, & Nowak, 2012).

2014; Neo, Yu, Weber, & Gonzalez, 2013; Sutter,
Kocher, & Straub, 2003), and—sometimes—
more generous (Schulz, Fischbacher, Thöni, &
Utikal, 2014). This finding resonates with realworld reports of extreme prosociality: People
who risk their lives to help others almost always
describe their decision process as quick and
intuitive (like acting on a habit), not slow and
reflective (like planning; Rand & Epstein, 2014).

One point in favor of the habit theory is that
people appear habitually averse to causing
direct personal harm, even in contexts where it
maximizes welfare (Crockett, 2013; Cushman,
2013). In contemporary societies, there are
strong norms against causing typical forms of
harm: pushing, hitting, shooting, stabbing, etc.
The habit theory predicts that people will
therefore have developed a habitized aversion –
i.e. a low Q value – to performing those
behaviors. In support of this, people are
unwilling to perform these actions (e.g. pushing
someone in front of a runaway trolley), even in
the presence of a causal model linking such an
action to positive consequences (e.g. saving five
other people; Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom,
Darley, & Cohen, 2001). Moreover, people
exhibit physiological signs of aversion to
pretend actions that resemble acts of physical
harm, such as pulling the trigger of a fake
replica handgun while pointing it at a person’s
head (Cushman, Gray, Gaffey, & Mendes, 2012).
Like the rat who keeps pushing its food lever
even when full, people seem to be relying on a
cached value that they have assigned to certain
norm-violating behaviors – even when the
typical consequences of those behaviors are
suspended (Cushman, 2015).

Moreover, the effect of time pressure / cognitive
load in economic games is dependent on prior
experience: It is strongest for people who report
positive cooperative experiences in their daily
life (Rand et al., 2014, 2012), and disappears with
extensive experience in one-shot anonymous
economic games (Rand et al., 2014). Both of
these findings are explained by the habit theory.
Only people who were rewarded for complying
with norms in the past should form a habit of it.
And, while Q values are not immediately affected
by contextual anonymity, they will be in the
long run: Repeated experience in a context
where compliance is not beneficial will drive
down the Q values until compliance is no longer
a habit. Imagine we move Lenny’s cheese. If
Lenny keeps habitually turning left in the maze,
eventually the average reward for turning left
will plummet, and Lenny will stop turning left.
Similarly, if people keep playing one-shot
anonymous economic games, their average
stored reward for complying with norms will
drop, they will stop complying out of habit, and
thus the effect of time pressure will disappear.
These experimental results therefore support the
habit theory of norm compliance.

6

7

The effect of time pressure and cognitive depletion
on generosity is mixed. Some studies report that they
induce more giving (Cornelissen, Dewitte, & Warlop,
2011; Schulz, Fischbacher, Thöni, & Utikal, 2014),
while others report a null or (rarely) reversed effect
(Hauge, Brekke, Johansson, Johansson-Stenman, &
Svedsäter, 2015; Halali, Bereby-Meyer, & Ockenfels,
2013). Interestingly, the game used in these studies to
measure generosity has notoriously fickle norms
(Bicchieri, 2006; Fehr & Schmidt, 2006; Krupka &
Weber, 2013). Perhaps the ambiguous effects of time
pressure on generosity can be explained by
differences in norm perception across studies.
It is possible that, under time pressure, people do not
become more compliant; they simply become more
prosocial (Rand, Greene, & Nowak, 2012). The fact
that people are also more negatively reciprocal under
time pressure suggests the former interpretation. But
it is an open question. One study appeared to show
that, even after being instilled with a norm for
competition instead of cooperation, people were still
more cooperative under time pressure (Cone & Rand,
2014). But people in the competitive condition did
6

The habit theory of norm compliance is also
supported by a suite of experimental results
motivated by the fact that acting on habits
requires less computation time/resources than
planning. (Planning requires the agent to
integrate over a potentially complex transition
function, while acting on habits just requires a
comparison among pre-computed Q values.)
Thus, according to the habit theory, people with
less time or mental resources should be more
compliant.

7

Indeed, when people in economic games are put
under time pressure or cognitive load, they
become more cooperative (Rand, 2016), fair
(Cappelletti, Güth, & Ploner, 2011; Halali,
Bereby-Meyer, & Ockenfels, 2013), reciprocal (C.
Anderson & Dickinson, 2010; Grimm & Mengel,
2011; Halali, Bereby-Meyer, & Meiran, 2011,
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In sum, habit theory likely explains some part of
norm compliance. But it is also incomplete. The
problem is that, even after people have enough
experience with one-shot anonymous settings to
lose their habit for compliance, they continue to
comply. In the real world, experienced travelers
still tip in foreign cities; experienced solo-hikers
still avoid littering when alone in public parks;
hotel guests still reuse towels on the tenth day of
their stay. In all these cases, if people were
acting out of a habit developed in nonanonymous settings, experience with the
anonymous
setting
should
eliminate
compliance—but it doesn’t.
This
phenomenon
is
most
precisely
demonstrated with laboratory games. As
described above, people who participate in
many economic games seem to lose their habit
for compliance; they stop showing an effect of
time pressure on compliance choices. Yet they
continue to contribute to public goods, propose
fair monetary splits, return investments, etc., at
almost the same rate (Rand, 2016; Rand et al.,
2012)—it just no longer matters whether they
have a short or a long amount of time to do so.
The persistence of norm-compliant behavior
even in the face of massive experience with oneshot, anonymous contexts is difficult to explain
under the habit theory.
In sum, the habit theory appears only to explain
“shallow” persistence: People comply with
norms in the first few anonymous situations
they encounter. But it does not naturally account
for “deep” persistence: People continue to
comply with norms, even after they have
enough experience with anonymous situations
to kick the habit. Norms seem to do more than
just instill habits.
3.3 Compliance by internalization: Norms as sources
of intrinsic reward
A popular idea, hinted at before, is that norm
compliance may sometimes be valued
intrinsically, rather than as an instrumental
means of avoiding punishment or attaining
reward.
Through
socialization,
people
internalize the norm and come to care about the
things that norms prescribe. People are fair, not
because they know unfairness would be
punished, but because they care about

not, on average, contribute less than people in the
cooperative condition (the difference was around 1
cent out of an endowment of 40), suggesting that the
norm manipulation was insufficient.

producing fair outcomes (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999).
They contribute to public goods, not because
their contributions are being externally tracked,
but because they believe it’s the right thing to do
(Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Parsons & Shils, 2011). If
this were true, then of course people would
continue to comply with norms in anonymous
settings—anonymity doesn’t remove the
consequences they care about.
This concept can be made precise within the
reinforcement learning framework by positing
that that exposure to norms changes people’s
reward functions, R (Ho, MacGlashan, Littman,
& Cushman, 2017). Recall that the function of
reinforcement learning is to estimate the
instrumental value of an action based on the
long-term expectation of intrinsic reward in
subsequent states. Whereas the folk theory and
habit theory posit that norms affect behavior by
altering the way that we perceive the
instrumental
value
of
compliance,
the
internalization theory posits that norms affect
behavior by altering the very set of states or
actions that we find intrinsically rewarding.
This theory naturally accounts for deep
persistence without requiring us to abandon the
possibility of rational planning (Fehr &
Fischbacher, 2003). In the language of MDPs, the
dictates of the norm (“split goods fairly”) have
just been internalized as another part of people’s
reward functions (e.g. +1 for proposing a fair
split in an economic game), which can be
flexibly and rationally traded off against other
parts of the reward function during planning.
Internalization theory also explains the role of
guilt (and other negative emotions) in
preventing norm violations: Guilt is part of the
internalized negative reward for violating
norms (Fehr & Schmidt, 2006).
Although the internalization theory can be
stated in terms of MDPs, it is important to note
that it falls outside the scope of the RL
algorithms typically pursued in machine
learning contexts. Ordinarily, a reinforcement
learning agent operates with an unchangeable
reward function defined by the programmer. It
should be obvious why: If the programmer
specifies that winning chess is the reward for an
agent, it would not want that agent to later
redefine rewards around, say, making pretty
patterns with the pawns. Yet this, more or less,
is what internalization theory posits: That
humans initially designed to maximize one
thing (e.g., maximum food for themselves)
might later autonomously decide to try to
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maximize something else (e.g., equal food for
all).
An interesting area of contemporary
research seeks to understand why natural
selection might favor such an architecture, in
which reward itself is subject to evaluation and
change (Ackley & Littman, 1992; Ho et al., 2017;
Singh, Lewis, & Barto, 2009).
Although the internalization theory does some
violence
to
traditional
assumptions
of
reinforcement learning, its commitments can
also be made much more precise within the RL
framework. For instance, there is disagreement
in the literature over what, precisely, gets
internalized during norm learning.
Some
theories posit that humans learn to intrinsically
value certain states of affairs, such as an
equitable division of resources among people
(Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). Other theories posit
that humans learn to intrinsically value certain
actions, such as the act of generating an
equitable division (Andreoni, 1990). These have
been regarded as competitors, yet often the
precise commitments of various theories are not
transparent.
A theory of norm internalization couched in the
language of MDPs is naturally committed to
precise answers to all of these questions, simply
by specifying a reward function. The reward
function R takes as input the current state s, the
chosen action a, and the subsequent state s’. If
norm internalization made the outcome of
compliance rewarding (us receiving an equal
amount of money), then R would be positive for
an s’ with equal splits, for any a (Fehr &
Schmidt, 1999). If it made the act rewarding,
then R would be positive for an a of proposing
an equal split, for any s’ (Andreoni, 1990). If the
reward was for specific norms, then R would be
defined over a set of concrete actions a; if the
reward was for following norms in the abstract,
then R would be defined over an abstract action
space of “follow the norm” or “don’t follow the
norm” (Dana, Cain, & Dawes, 2006; Krupka &
Weber, 2013; López-Pérez, 2008). If context
mattered, then R would be positive for only
certain states s. MDPs can precisely model all of
these situations, showcasing the breadth of ideas
that fall under the umbrella of the reward theory
of compliance.
3.5 A challenge to value-guided theories
Each of the theories that we have considered so
far shares a common assumption: Norms
intervene on decision-making by altering the
value of actions under consideration, as they

compete against alternatives in a common
currency.
This would appear to be basic
commitment of any theory of norm compliance
grounded in value-guided decision-making.
An important challenge to this perspective is
that people sometimes disregard, or are highly
insensitive to, the costs and benefits of
complying with or violating these norms. For
example, many people say there is no amount of
benefit that would justify selling organs,
auctioning off brides, or mandating abortions to
limit population growth (Baron & Spranca,
1997). If a hospital director is deciding whether
to perform a surgery to save a child’s life, he
should not consider the surgery’s cost (Tetlock,
Kristel, Beth, Green, & Lerner, 2000); if a soldier
is deciding whether to obey orders, she should
not consider the benefits of disobedience (Raz,
1999). These thought experiments about “taboo
tradeoffs” or “incommensurate values” are so
compelling that some philosophers consider the
inability to trade off compliance with other
goods to be the essence of moral norms (Nozick,
1974; Raz, 1999; Schauer, 1991). This suggests
that the motivation to comply with moral norms
is not always of a common currency with other
goods, and is not simply incorporated into
people’s reward functions.
Two objections to this line of argument
immediately come to mind. First, perhaps
people place arbitrarily large negative reward
on the outcome of certain norm violations,
accounting for the apparent “unthinkable”
nature of non-compliance within a value-guided
framework. For example, they might place
infinitely negative reward on a state in which
abortions are mandated, or organs are sold on
markets. Thus, any benefit of violating the norm
would be outweighed by the cost, and people
will be unwilling to violate it. This interpretation
appears to reconcile protected values with the
reward theory of norm compliance, obviating
the need for an alternative theory.
The consilience, however, is misleading.
Rewards are common-currency, numerical
representations of the subjective, intrinsic
goodness in certain states or actions. An
essential feature of such representations is that
they can be traded off with each other (Becker,
1996). Saying that a reward is too large to ever
be outweighed is equivalent to saying that it is
not a reward.
Second, even though people say they are
unwilling to trade off compliance with other
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goods, perhaps they still would if the right
situation arose. Perhaps their talk of taboos is
just signaling (“I would never do that!”), or they
are not imaginative enough to consider
situations with truly enormous benefits of
disobedience (Tetlock et al., 2000). After all,
when prompted, juries are able to put a price on
something as sacred as a human life (Ubel,
2001). More work needs to be done to test
whether, in their actual decisions, people are
unwilling to put norm compliance on a common
scale with other goods.
There is reason, however, to think that people
genuinely treat compliance differently from
other goods. People often go to absurd lengths
to comply with trivial situational norms, far
beyond what a reasonable cost-benefit,
common-currency analysis would recommend.
For instance, subjects in the Milgram experiment
chose to fatally electrocute another human
rather than disobey norms of proper conduct
(Milgram, 1963). Do people value norms of
proper conduct more than human life? More
likely, the norms were influencing behavior
through some non-value-guided channel, thus
circumventing this comparison. What is this
alternative channel?
3.6 Compliance by choice set construction: A model
of “unthinkable” action
Here, we suggest one possibility. The basic
insight of the “taboo tradeoffs” literature is that
people sometimes take norm violation off the
table completely as an option. When people are
unwilling to consider the benefits of organ
markets, they are effectively eliminating selling
their kidney from the set of choices they
consider. On this view, moral norms aren’t just
another factor in the expected value of an
option; they influence which options even get
their expected value calculated in the first place.
They change which options get entertained (Fig.
2).
This theory can be naturally formulated in the
language of MDPs. A crucial variable in an MDP
is the set of available actions A at each decision
point s. This variable is subjective, and must be
constructed by the decision maker.
It
corresponds to what economists sometimes call
the “choice set” that a decision-maker constructs
prior to choice, narrowing from all conceivable
actions to a restricted set of considered
alternatives. The idea is that norms influence
choices in part by excluding norm-violating
actions (e.g. selling your kidney) from A , for
s

s

some broad set of decision points s. Thus, after
being exposed to a norm, people become less
likely to violate it.
As before, formulating the theory in the
language of MDPs allows us to clarify some of
its ambiguities. It would be foolish to claim that
moral norms always eliminate norm-violating
actions from A —people sometimes do sell their
kidneys, and soldiers sometimes do disobey
orders. The theory needs some kind of hedge to
account for these exceptions. But where exactly
should it hedge? One possibility is that the
process that generates the action set A is
probabilistic, and norms make it less likely (but
not impossible) for norm-violating actions to
make the cut. Alternatively, being exposed to a
norm could cause you to deterministically
exclude certain actions from A , but only in
certain states s (e.g. never consider selling your
kidney, unless you are in a state of desperation).
MDPs can capture both possibilities.
s

s

s

There is also ambiguity in what it means to
exclude an action from A . It could mean that the
decision maker is aware of the action, but deems
it irrelevant. This view is bolstered by the fact
that people often deem norm-violating options
irrelevant when judging others. For example,
consider a captain on a sinking ship who throws
either some cargo, or his wife, off the ship. In the
latter case, people think the captain acted freely,
because he could have thrown the cargo off
instead. But in the former case, people think the
captain was forced, because there was nothing
else he could have done (Phillips & Knobe,
2009). This belief persists even if people are
reminded that he could have thrown his wife off
the ship instead; they say that option is
irrelevant. This tendency to deem normviolating options irrelevant seems to appear
whenever people judge others’ choices (Phillips,
Luguri, & Knobe, 2015). Perhaps people apply
the same tendency to their own choices, and
deem norm-violating options irrelevant to the
decision-making process.
s

Alternatively, excluding an action from A could
mean that the decision maker is never aware of
the action—it doesn’t even come to mind. (More
precisely, the representation of a norm-violating
action [“I should sell my kidney…”] is never
tokened in the person’s mind.) While this seems
unlikely in laboratory experiments with explicit,
constrained choice sets (e.g. “cooperate” or
“defect”), real-world decisions typically have
choice sets that are unbounded and
unstructured (think of all the things you could
s
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conceivably do on a given Saturday afternoon).
People never represent the vast majority of the
choices they could make, and norms might
influence which ones make the cut. The
cognitive mechanisms behind choice set
construction are extremely unclear, and so it is
unclear how norms would produce this effect.
But the idea is ripe for future research.
Why would a decision maker ever exclude
actions from consideration? Why not consider
all of them? In laboratory experiments with
constrained choice sets, it seems implausible
that people wouldn’t evaluate every option. But
again, in the real world, choice sets are
enormous. People must have mechanisms for
narrowing down their options to a small subset
(Cushman & Morris, 2015; Huys et al., 2012).
Since norm-violating options are typically
unwise, people would obtain a practical benefit
from excluding them.
Moreover, there is a strategic benefit to not even
think about violating norms. If other people
notice that you considered violating a norm (e.g.
you took two minutes before deciding to
cooperate in a repeated economic game), they’ll
infer that you would violate the norm if the
incentives were strong enough, and thus
terminate productive relationships with you. In
other words, in repeated games where your
partners know which options you consider, it is
strategically beneficial to obey norms “without
looking” (Hoffman, Yoeli, & Nowak, 2015;
Jordan, Hoffman, Nowak, & Rand, 2016). These
considerations further motivate the theory that
norms cause people to ignore norm-violating
options.
The possibility that norms exclude options from
consideration stands out as an important new
frontier for research.
Some preliminary
evidence comes from a study showing that, by
default, people tend to treat immoral actions as
if they were actually impossible (Phillips &
Cushman, in press). Only after a little time and
thought do they acknowledge that immoral
actions are possible, albeit wrong. Although this
pattern of response becomes most pronounced
in adults subject to time pressure, it is
promiscuous in the judgments of young
children. For instance, at four years old, a
majority of children claim that it is impossible to
steal a candy bar from a store—and, moreover,
that to succeed would require magic to do so
(Phillips & Bloom, under review).

4. Conclusion
We identified four viable theories of how norms
influence human behavior (Fig. 2). Each theory
specified a representation involved in decision
making that norms could alter. Norms could
change the representation of the transition
function T (“if I cheat on my taxes, then I’ll go to
jail”); the average values of past actions Q (“I’ve
learned to associate cheating on things like taxes
with badness”); the reward function R (“I would
feel guilty for not paying my fair share”); or the
action set A (“I never even considered cheating
on my taxes”).
s

Construing theories of norm compliance within
a common framework has several benefits. We
briefly highlight three of these. First, by
formalizing norm compliance within the MDP
setting, we can identify new potential
mechanisms—ones that are currently poorly
represented in the literature. For instance, one
of these is the definition of the state space, S.
Consider, for instance, the norm of impartial
beneficence—i.e., the claim that welfare benefits
should be distributed identically to all people
without respect to their personal identity or
group membership. This norm might naturally
be captured by dictating that the state
representations implicated in welfare decisions
should also be insensitive to personal identity or
group membership.
This formalizes the
ordinary notion of “blind justice”, in the sense
that rules are applied in a manner deliberately
isolated from a source of potential information.
Despite its intuitive appeal, we know of little
current research on the interface between norm
learning and state representation in the
psychology,
neuroscience
or
economics
literatures.
Second, drawing on the MDP formalization
facilitates
comparison
between
norm
compliance and other forms of decision-making.
The MDP formalization and several RL
algorithms defined within it have enabled
notable
advances
in
psychology
and
neuroscience. This research has mostly focused
on the principles of learning in non-social
environments. There is considerable interest in
determining whether the influence of morality—
and, more broadly, social norms—operates via
overlapping or even identical mechanisms
(Cushman, 2013; Ruff & Fehr, 2014). Asking this
question requires us to map theories of social
and non-social decision-making into a common
conceptual space, as we have attempted here.
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Third, the framework draws out certain
unexplored points of divergence between the
rival theories. For instance, by positing that
norms affect different decision variables, the
theories implicitly make different claims about
how easy it is to change people’s normcompliance tendencies. The transition function T
is relatively pliable; it flexibly incorporates
many sources of information (like verbal
instructions; Daw, Gershman, Seymour, Dayan,
& Dolan, 2011). Thus, according to the folk
theory, it should be easy to change people’s
norm-compliance tendencies. In contrast, the
cached values Q are thought to primarily reflect
direct
experience
with
rewards
and
punishments; and the reward function R is often
assumed to be nearly immutable. Thus, if norms
affect Q (habit theory) or R (internalization
theory), their influence is less easily undone.
This highlights just one of several ways in which
the MDP formalization can draw out new
insights about the nature of rival theories of
norm compliance.
8

As should be apparent, by exploring the space
of possible cognitive mechanisms underlying
norm compliance, we have raised more
questions than we answered. Nonetheless, we
hope that this review will encourage the kind of
cross-pollination necessary to progress our
understanding of this vital topic. Norms touch
every aspect of our external lives; one day, we
may know which parts of our internal lives they
touch as well.
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